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Inspirations and Similar Games 

Cells at Work 

Anime following a red and white blood cell as they go 

about their work in the human body as it fights against 

infections. The anime is based on scientific concepts and 

depicts personified versions of cells and pathogens with 

descriptions of what each of the characters are, and how 

they function in the real world. This is a similar concept 

to what I would like to build, personifying cells and 

making learning about what they are and their functions 

in an interesting and fun way.  

Osmosis Jones 

This is another similar concept, if less scientifically 

backed, this live action/cartoon mixed film follows a 

white blood cell as he fights against a viral infection in a 

typical ‘Cop’ action format, Die Hard or Rush Hour style. 

This is less based on reality, exaggerating roles for 

dramatic story telling but still has some interesting 

depictions of the inside of your body that uses the 

city/country format and shows the complexity that goes 

into running that. This interesting analogue is something 

I would like to use, the idea that you are made up of 

millions of independent organisms that act to keep you 

running is an interesting one to explore. 
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Clash Royale 

This is a 1v1 troop management style mobile game with 

gameplay concepts I would like to use. In this game you 

spawn troops in an area you have control in, or 

buildings to spawn units, which then walk towards the 

enemy base and attempt to destroy them. It is a simple 

game that takes fast paced resource and cooldown 

management action game and mashes it with a real 

time strategy game to make a quick and fun (addictive) 

game like tug of war.  

Mushroom Wars 2 

Mushroom Wars is another game with similar concepts 

to what I would like to make, in that you give general 

directions to the mushrooms and they move off to 

complete their own tasks. I would like to use this to show 

that, while you are in control of some aspects of your 

body, most tasks are taken care of by independent cells 

that follow their own ‘instincts’ to combat the enemy. 

Your task is to point them in the right direction and 

manage upgrades, unit deployment and resource 

production, this makes observing more interesting and 

hopefully allowing people to take more about the 

specific roles of each unit, rather than focussing on 

completing the most optimal strategies and ‘micro’ 

controlling their units. 
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Bloons Tower Defence 

The Bloons series of games are all about setting up monkey-

centric defences to fight against an invasion of balloons 

(hence the name Bloons). The game has an interesting, 

simplistic, bright style that makes it easy to recognise what of 

your units and their upgrades can do and a modular structure 

to see the strength and abilities of the enemies, without 

requiring too much detail in either. The use of colour, size, 

shape and sound has an important effect of allowing the 

player to understand at a glance what is happening. Also, 

from starting off stating certain colours are stronger than 

others and repeating this allows the use of those colours in 

other areas to imply their effect without having to clearly 

define what they are at a glance.  

Vax! 

This is a game with the most similarity to my initial theme of 

trying to explain the concept of herd immunity and its 

benefits to the community and how people who refuse to 

vaccinate can act as a breach in the defences of the 

population. The game is a simple node based defence game, 

where each node is either a person or population and the 

connecting lines showing how they interact with those people 

around them. Your job is to vaccinate in the most optimal way to segment the population to slow 

the spread of disease and eventually quarantine those who are at risk to spread the disease and stop 

the infection. 

http://vax.herokuapp.com/ 

Re-Mission 2 

This is a series of games designed for children who are going through 

cancer treatments to help take their mind off things and explain in a 

simplistic way what is happening inside their bodies. The various 

minigames are clearly not meant to be terribly accurate and are mainly 

meant to be some fun for children, but the visuals are clear and their 

messages are sound, mostly that your body fights against illnesses in 

different ways and that you need to take care of it to let it take care of 

you. 

http://www.re-mission2.org/games/#/home 

http://vax.herokuapp.com/
http://www.re-mission2.org/games/#/home
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Mood Boards 

Ideas 

 

 

Fig1. Viruses, Fig2. Osmosis Jones Bacteria, Fig3. Cells At Work Pathogens, Fig4. Cells At Work Influenza 
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Fig1. Cells At Work Characters, Fig2. Osmosis Jones Action, Fig3. Osmosis Jones Characters 
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Visual Styles 

 

 

Fig1. Command & Conquer: Red Alert, Fig2. The Hive, Fig3. The Grey Goo, Fig4. X-COM 
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